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REPORT IS GIVEN OF SOCIAL SERVICE

The annual meeting of the Elizabeth Peabody House, a settlement house in the West End of Boston, was held on Wednesday afternoon, January 28. Wellington was represented by Jacqueline Peck, '34, a member of the Social Service Committee and a volunteer at the Elizabeth Peabody House.

After election of officers and report of other department numbers during the past year's work, Mrs. Eva W. White, head of the work, had been trying to direct the children of many different nationalities in various projects, including cooking and handicraft work. Another speaker, student of Harvey and a member of the house staff, discussed some mental and moral tools given the children to preserve. Her name was Abraham Krasker, he gave an illustrated talk on a Positive Program of Education in The House of Young Children.

Heidem Jacque Peck, who teaches cooking and handicraft, Wednesday evening finds another volunteer, Elizabeth Mastic, '27, to the Wall Street Branch, to help with handicrafts for boys from time to time.

BOOK SURVEY SHOWS FICTION PREFERRED

The following article is taken from the New York Times:

A survey of the reading habits of Wellesley College graduates five years out of college, made by the Book Publishers Research Institute, showed that the alumnae read about four times as much fiction as they do non-fiction works such as history and essays, it was announced yesterday. The survey disclosed that they read practically no mystery novels and that English literature had far more influence on their present reading than any other source from which they have been educated.

The fifty-three women participating in the survey live in sixteen states. Twenty of them are married. Forty-three is a total of about 200 fiction works, not including detective and mystery stories, among books read during the year. Only seven read only reading novels. Of the twenty-two books of fiction mentioned more than twice, more than one-third were American. Most of the others were

JOHN DEWEY LEADS ROLLINS CONFERENCE

Whether college revenue or student interest is the issue, one thing is not an innovation for the benefit of the students. The project is to be the enjoyment of the alumnus alumni is known to be called "continuing education." It will begin at a meeting to be held at the Union Theater, Barnard College, on the afternoon of Friday, December 10, at 2 o'clock. Professor of Columbia University and also of the College of London, he is a distinguished in many respects, and is known for his ability to apprise the public of the economic conditions and for his spirit of inquiry. His contributions to the field of education are recognized the world over by his students and his work is widely read. His name is always on the lips of the scholars of the day.

New York Times

ENGINEER DOUBTS DEPRESSION CURES

The widely-advertised "speed-up" plan for the present business depression is being challenged by Joseph S. Kincade, noted industrial engineer. In a statement issued through his New York engineering firm, an engineer of Stanford University, California, "To support the government's plan to increase their expenditures at a time when millions of them are unemployed," Kincade believes, "is like telling a man to adjust himself after he has been injured.

According to this authority, the present depression has been caused by the absence of the central stimulus of hope, which has characterized depression periods in the past. A fund of unspent currency for industrial depression has appeared, ranging all the way from the convertibility of all moneys to the insolvency of the government aid to public and private employment. Those temporary measures, such as overtime, charity aid, relief, the reduction of working hours, the maintenance of working forces and of wage levels, and the use of private and public moneys for carrying on building construction and similar projects, do not consider the existing economic laws of supply and demand.

The real problem for the future, Kincade claims, is not the cure but the prevention of business depression. He maintains that the main idea of the depression is the principle of the depression which has been so successfully identified in many instances of business. The production of goods, as a result of years of study of production problems by professional mind, is now on the rise and the goods are being made available.

Farmer, who is the author of several works on industrial engineering and organization, is Dean of the School of Business Administration at Wellesley and past the few years has been a prominent worker on the newly established Graduate School of Business Administration at Harvard University.
the Peregrinating press

There is one thing Perry likes better than anything else, it is to be out and about. Whether with a camera or without, in the company of friends or alone, Perry is typically found in a state of grace, exploring the world and capturing the moments of his adventures on film.

On a recent Thursday evening, January 29, Dennis Kerby and the Photography Club of the new Wesleyan Graphic Arts Department gathered for a film screening and discussion about the art of photography.

During the screening, Perry Kerby entertained the audience with a collection of his latest travel photos, sharing stories and insights into his creative process. The evening concluded with an open QA session, where participants could ask questions and engage in discussions on various aspects of photography.

The event was a great success, with a large turnout of Wesleyan students and faculty who were eager to learn from Perry and share their own experiences. The club plans to host similar events in the future, aiming to foster a community of photographers and enthusiasts.

COLLEGES ATTEMPT NEW EXAM SYSTEM

Now that we have just weathered the storm of midterms, mid-term examinations are occurring in almost all the colleges. The following notes from the A.

E.

F. A. are based on another general experience in the field.

This year’s mid-term examinations are being held as a result of a move made by the faculty of Wesleyan College, according to an announcement recently by Clarence W. Wendell, Vice President of the Board of Trustees, who stated that the examinations will be held on the usual examination day.

Beginning fall next year, students will be required to complete several projects in their courses of study before their final examinations. These projects are to be graded by the faculty, and will count for 20% of the total grade.

Wendell also added that the change is being made to better prepare students for the future challenges they will face in their careers.

PARIS TO PRESENT WORLD EXPOSITION

During the summer of 1931 Paris will hold the International Colonial and Overseas Exposition, one of the most comprehensive exhibitions ever held in that city. From May until October there will be assembled in Paris representatives of native peoples from Cathay to Somalia, from the fisheries to the gold fields.

Each group of people will live after their own fashion. They will be continuous expressions of their own customs and cultures.

Among examples of native architecture to be erected on the Paris grounds will be contrasting buildings at the Temple of Pugney, to be represented in all its architectural detail, and Mount Vernon in its colonial simplicity. The French government, under the supervision of Marshal Hubert Lyautey, minister of Maroc, is spending the utmost energy and care to make this exposition a success.

School of Nursing at Yale University

A Professional for the College Woman

The school of nursing at Yale University is now conducting an intensive course of study for the college woman. This two-years course covers all the nursing subjects required for registration in the state of Connecticut, and prepares the graduate to obtain the Connecticut state nursing license. The school is particularly well suited for women who wish to combine the study of nursing with that of other subjects.

The School of Nursing at Yale University is located in a beautiful and comfortable building, equipped with all necessary nursing laboratories and clinics. In addition, the students have the opportunity to work in the nearby hospitals.

The faculty of the school is composed of experienced nurses, who are dedicated to providing a high-quality education for all students.

The School of Nursing at Yale University is one of the leading schools of nursing in the country and is highly regarded for its rigorous curriculum and high standards of education.

Where Are You Going For Your Spring Vacation? Have you ever been to CEDAR HILL

Waltham, Mass.

Best

B. St. Louis, Missouri. Excellent young woman. Excellent scholarship. Handsome English. Very good French. Spoken six national languages. Waltham Women's Club Full list on request.

Get your WARDROBE in shape now for the Senior Prom

Work Done Promptly

Prices Moderate

ERNEST FORSBERG

Watchmaker and Jeweler

First Floor and Second Floor

Central Block

WELLESLEY, MASS.

Open Every Day

To work on watches.

Reliable Tailoring Co.

25 Central St.

Tel. 37B-74

AT WELLESLEY INN

"When dreary without
'Tis cheery within."

J. J. A. WOOL

Adopts the New Note of the Scarf $16.50

ROUGHS WOOLs are among the first of the sports dresses to adopt the important new note of the scarf—sometimes in plaid, sometimes in contrasting color, sometimes in two colors which accent the third color of the dress. The new dress is a sketch in FRISCA cloth, a rough cloth which is thick and ample as well as very fortisimo woofy on the surface! The soft woofy of the dress is a fine and smooth ice cream pastel at $16.50.

Slaters' Wellesley Shop
Pity the Senior!

Welcome To Freshman!

Last Friday marked a more important event than merely the end of the inevitable marathon and the elation of scholar of points to points north, east, south, west. We must wax very solemn indeed to express the gratitude of now on the opposite side of the hall. Why not one librarian as each side allowed by another or by a stepmother. Then the desk on one side would close out the other desk the History and Economics. The problem is far being solved by the removal of the discomfort and last, but not, would be more than compensate for the slight changes and added problems.

INTELLECTUAL NUISANCE

To the Wellesley College News.

We wish to remark something about a new student, the true goal of scholarship in a financial display of all intellectual powers. They depend on their memories rather than on the powers of appearance, and the profundities of critical analysis, and the quickness and their second annual. They are, in fact, the expressions of others. Many we suggest here that the success of this method is demonstrated by professional, actually.

We are not anti-intellectuals; we are unceasingly improving our understanding. There is a lot of truth in the individual thinking rather than the provenance of this method. If college has opened up new vistas let us be meek and patient explorers. Youth is the time of their complete education together.

And now that we have been so jocose and so solemn in one occasion. Adolescents are barking to remind us to thresh their tailgate so they won't be too large for the barn, but let them never come and these with their own class should be carefully maintained.

Professor T"s of European Trip

(Courtesy From Page 1, Col. 5)

Museums. She found this work fascinating because of the remarkable opportunities.

From London Miss Moffet went to Germany. The German universities opened the League of Nations. Attendance at the meetings of the International Student Congresses, and the numerous international students, friends, and receptions that occurred here were organized by the German students. The selection of students was general in narrow. One reception she especially preserved for was the annual meeting of the Missouri State University in Kansas City, and held in the Palais Elysee.

In Paris, Miss Moffet stayed for one week in Paris, the most antiques of famous cities. Here she was the guest of the family of the Archbishops of the Archdiocese of Paris. From there she went to Liege, where there is a fine masonic and artificers' guild. Here she was honored as a Professor of History at Wellesley by the University of Liege. After the visit to the Rector of the University of Liege in Belgium, to the Rector of the University of Liege, to the Belgian Ministry of Education.

Miss Moffet ended her vacation in London, where she was the guest of the British Library and the Archives of State. From there she went to Liege, where there is a fine masonic and artificers' guild. Here she was honored as a Professor of History at Wellesley by the University of Liege. After the visit to the Rector of the University of Liege in Belgium, to the Rector of the University of Liege, to the Belgian Ministry of Education.

Miss Moffet ended her vacation in London, where she was the guest of the British Library and the Archives of State. From there she went to Liege, where there is a fine masonic and artificers' guild. Here she was honored as a Professor of History at Wellesley by the University of Liege. After the visit to the Rector of the University of Liege in Belgium, to the Rector of the University of Liege, to the Belgian Ministry of Education.

BLESSED DE NOTHING

Where is the kennel of yesterday? Or the lark with golden crest and sunburnt plume? The halcyon modern building Crass heeded its doom, to dream. Will Deacon tarnish fragile. As did the shaggy pig, With a tender eye, Will press on with gentle pride? Then what the vermeils were there?

The Best of Furniture Exchange will hold a special exhibit of the City of London. The silly ones hang on walls and castles. No more the House still and bare his bane. In general, generally. In the Upper Air, Upper Air, Upper Air. In sunlight amongst the nasturtiums his eyes will duly blink; then he is but a spectre. How will we dare to think?

Barn Bранs Play for Prom Event

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)

the country, The Importance of Being Earnest, Twelfth Night, and The Project of European Trip.

Barn Bранs Play for Prom Event

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)

The Importance of Being Earnest, Twelfth Night, and The Project of European Trip.

Barn Bранs Play for Prom Event

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 4)

The Importance of Being Earnest, Twelfth Night, and The Project of European Trip.
WASHINGTON

GRAMKOWS

Where Good Times Await You!

Under sunny skies...in air so fragrant with the fragrance of pines...on the 5 D. J. Ross golf courses (with new grass trees) at Pinehurst, N. C. 30-minute golf...times...tennis, polo, shooting, riding, archery, aviation...with special tournaments of national importance. Hospitality...suitable rooms...fine Carolina Hotel...where friendly society gathers for pleasure.

Reasonable Rates

- For Vacations or Illustrated Brochures, Address General Office, Pinehurst, N. C.

Special Holiday Sports Program

Where we anticipate Spring but keep a weather eye on rainy days! Wear the coat over your sail during April. Be ready for sudden April showers. If so, suit and sail may be worn separately later. Your sail and tocsip are belted in Newport, Rhode Island, for the few New England white, Sizes 14 to 20, 50% discount.

SUIT-SECOND FLOOR-
MAIN STORE

JORDAN'S presents

the TWEED SUIT
with a matching top coat

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE

WELLESLEY HILLS

Where one comes to love!"
The following is a partial list of opportunities in Chemistry, open to women. Further details and additional opportunities will be noted in the Department of Chemistry at the Personnel Bureau.

- **Department of Chemistry**
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Brian University**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry

- **University of Pittsburgh**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Yale University**
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of California**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Chicago**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Cincinnati**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Colorado**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Columbia University**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **The Johns Hopkins University**
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Pennsylvania State University**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Cornell University**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Princeton University**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Rutgers University**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Washington**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Illinois**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Michigan**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Minnesota**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Pennsylvania**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Rochester**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Texas**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **University of Wisconsin**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

- **Yale University**
  - Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
  - Master of Science in Chemistry
  - Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

**Opportunities in Other Fields**

- **Anthropology**
- **Biology**
- **Botany**
- **Chemical Engineering**
- **Geology**
- **Law**
- **Physics**
- **Psychology**
- **Soil Science**
- **Toxicology**

**Fellowship Opportunities**

- **National Research Council Fellowships**
  - For graduate study in Chemistry

- **American Chemical Society Fellowships**

- **John D. Rockefeller Foundation Fellowships**

- **Guggenheim Fellowships**

**Additional Information**

- **Support for Research**
- **Publications and Presentations**
- **Networking Opportunities**

**For Further Information**

- Contact the Department of Chemistry at the Personnel Bureau for more details.

---

**McCutchon's Fifth Avenue at Forty-Ninth Street New York City**

**See our exhibition at Wellesley Display Shop...Wellesley...February 12, 13, 14**

**Dresses**
- Japanese
dresses...

**Underwear**
- Corsets

**Knitted Suits**
- Gloves

**Sweaters**
- Hosiery

**Blouses**
- Faces

**Negligees**
- Hankerchiefs

---

**New Moccasin**

- in Elk and Tan, only
- $6

- Something different for campus wear that is both good-looking and practical.

- **Hosery, Specially Prized**, 78c, 3 prn. $2.30
- **Sport Socks in all NEWEST shades**, 39c, 3 prn. $1.00

**Wilber's Wellesley Shop**

- Under E. E. Gray
- Wellesley Square
- Shoe Repairing Neatly Done

---

**Looking for those Victorian Influences**

- **in fashions for Spring 1931**

- "Victorian Blue," a way with a slightly grayed pastel color, is "new" for spring.

- In a "Vogue" of 1932 sleeves were shown with ruffles at the elbow. Almost identical sleeves are fashionable now.

- For trimming on formal gowns is another fashion of the nineties that has been revived for modern youth.

- Plain blouses were spoken of in fashion reports of June...

- They appear again for early spring, 1931.

- The jacket, which may be double-breasted, semi-fitted, bolero, or wide-sleeved is very important. For instance, the little jacket with elbow ruffles; the hippeled jacket over a "front"; the "Redingote" over its contrasting dress.

---

**R. H. STEARNS CO.**
COLLEGES OPPOSE MILITARY TRAINING

According to an S. J. F. A. news report—College newspapers throughout the nation are reflecting a crystallizing opposition to compulsory military training, and petitions in support of two bills pending in Congress seeking the immediate abolition of the compulsory feature of military drill mark a new step subsequent to the decided displeasure voiced by student leaders at the Sixtieth Annual Congress of the National Student Federation of America in Atlanta during the holidays.

The Intercollegiate Student Council, under the direction of Nathaniel V. W. Columbus, 31, is taking an active leadership in the movement against compulsory military training. Petitions have been sent in to over 100 colleges and universities in an effort to mobilize student sentiment and bring pressure to the present session of Congress. Vigorous fights have been initiated. During the past year at Cornell University, the University of North Carolina, and Iowa State College.

DUKE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.

On October 6, 1931, carefully selected first and second year students will be collected. Applications here be sent at any time and will be considered in the order of receipt. Continued registration and application forms may be obtained from the Dean.

M. SEZAK
Wellesley Tailor and Cleaner
213 Central St.
Wellesley
Tel. 9798

F. H. PORTER
College Hardware Store
Washington Street

Are you ready for the next term?

Special Prices

On Barney Prices For
Dry Cleaning
To Look Like New
$2.50.

B. L. KARTT
TAILOR AND CLEANER
Wednesday 80. Next to Lefton's
Work done for and delivered promptly.

DAINTY SHOP

Sandwiches of All Kinds
Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Luncheon
Tea
Candles
Nuts

Deliveries to Dormitories

CENTRAL ST.
Tel. Wel. 160

S.A.T.

NOW AT
E. A. DAVIS & CO.

No bones
No hooks
No stretching
Ribbon straps
Detachable garters
Easily washed

Mourdette

The most desirable
The dress party
The line

Carter's ADVANCE

MORDUETTE

No bones
No hooks
No stretching
Ribbon straps
Detachable garters
Easily washed

The mermaid is a light weight garment weighing 5 pounds and measures 54 inches

Colored models

SIZES 30 TO 38

WHITE PEACH

$3.95

Shipping charges extra

3rd FINE UTERY

Most models formerly $12.50

Pierre's Semi-Annual Shoe Sales have become notable events for women who want smart styles at substantial savings.

All the season's wanted colors, materials and models are included.